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ABSTRACT: The intrinsic near-infrared photoluminescence observed in long
single-walled carbon nanotubes is known to be quenched in ultrashort nanotubes
due to their tiny size as compared to the exciton diffusion length in these materials
(>100 nm). Here, we show that intense photoluminescence can be created in
ultrashort nanotubes (∼40 nm length) upon incorporation of exciton-trapping sp3

defect sites. Using super-resolution photoluminescence imaging at <25 nm
resolution, we directly show the preferential localization of excitons at the
nanotube ends, which separate by less than 40 nm and behave as independent
emitters. This unexpected observation opens the possibility to synthesize
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubesa goal that has been long thought
impossiblefor bioimaging applications, where bright near-infrared photo-
luminescence and small size are highly desirable, and for quantum information
science, where high quality and well-controlled near-infrared single photon
emitters are needed.
KEYWORDS: ultrashort carbon nanotube, doping, emission centers, photoluminescence, single molecules, super-resolution microscopy,
exciton localization

The introduction of chemical or structural defects in
carbon nanostructures is a powerful route to shape and
expand their optical properties. For instance, in

nanodiamonds, nitrogen vacancies generate stable photo-
luminescence, leading to the realization of quantum light
sources, sensors, and of promising biological applications.1−4

More recently, the incorporation of fluorescent quantum
defects in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) has
created the opportunity to enhance SWCNT near-infrared
photoluminescence (PL) properties,5−8 thus generating a
growing interest for the realization of single photon sources
and bioimaging fluorophores.1−4,6,9,10 However, pristine semi-
conducting SWCNTs display low luminescence quantum yield
as their photophysical properties5−8,11 are mainly imposed by
nonradiative mechanisms, associated with structural and
environmental defects.12−16 In this framework, exciton
diffusion, which spans typically one to several hundreds of
nanometers along the nanotube,13,17 plays a key role as an
exciton scans the integrity of the nanotube backbone before it

may eventually emit a photon. As a consequence, ultrashort
nanotubessemiconducting SWCNTs with lengths signifi-
cantly shorter than the exciton diffusion rangedisplay
dominant nonradiative exciton decay mechanisms at the
nanotube ends, which are efficient PL quenching sites, leading
to imperceptible photoluminescence.18,19 Due to their excep-
tional small sizes and near-infrared optical properties,
luminescent ultrashort nanotubes would however be a key
asset for a variety of applications including nanoelectronics,20

biology,21,22 and nanomedicine.23

In sp3-defect-functionalized SWCNTs, recent studies have
evidenced the localization of excitons at such defects,5,24−26

with wide-field PL imaging, suggesting emission from isolated
defect sites.27 However, the extent of localization could not be
resolved due to the limited spatial resolution of standard
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microscopy (∼450 nm for high numerical aperture (NA)
objectives and an emission wavelength of ∼1100 nm) as
compared to exciton diffusion lengths. Here, we demonstrate
that sp3 defect functionalization can be used to trap excitons at
emissive defect sites that are intentionally incorporated into
ultrashort nanotubes and thus efficiently brightens ultrashort
nanotubes so that it becomes possible to detect them by single-
nanotube fluorescence microscopy. Through the application of
super-resolution imaging techniques, we further reveal the
localization of emitting sites at <25 nm resolution on single
ultrashort nanotubes, well below the diffraction limit, size of
the nanotubes, and free exciton diffusion lengths. We could
then demonstrate that defect sites display independent
emission properties, whereas their direct visualization indicates
a preferential defect localization at the nanotube ends.
We prepared length-sorted CoMoCAT ultrashort nanotubes

featuring a median length of 43 nm following a previously
published procedure.19 The ultrashort lengths were deter-

mined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement (N =
88, Figure 1a) and single-particle photothermal imaging (PhI).
The photothermal signals are directly linked to nanoparticle
absorption so that this distribution mirrors the AFM length
measurement, albeit with better statistics19 (N = 472, Figure
1b). Ensemble absorption spectra confirmed the predominant
presence of (6,5) nanotubes in the sample as expected from
SG65i CoMoCAT nanotubes (Supporting Information Figure
S1). An excitation−emission 2D PL map displayed impercep-
tible PL signals (Figure 1c), which is not surprising as it has
been well-established that ultrashort nanotubes do not
fluoresce.18,19,28 Consistent with the negligible PL in the
bulk samples, no luminescent ultrashort nanotubes were
detected at the single-nanotube level even using long
integration times of several seconds (Figure 1d).
We next covalently attached a perfluorinated hexyl chain

(−C6F13) to the ultrashort nanotubes, producing bright
photoluminescence in the near-infrared. A 2D PL map of the

Figure 1. Brightening of ultrashort SWCNTs through fluorescent quantum defects. (a) Cumulative distribution of ultrashort nanotubes
lengths measured by AFM (N = 88, median = 43 nm, 1st/3rd quartile = 24/69 nm). (b) Distribution of ultrashort nanotube absorption
signals measured by PhI (N = 472), which also reflects the nanotube length distribution but with better statistics. (c) 2D PL map of
ultrashort nanotubes shows no luminescence. (d) Single-molecule imaging of ultrashort nanotubes is not observed. (e) 2D PL map of
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes reveals bright luminescence. (f) Single-molecule imaging of fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes is clearly
observed. (g) Distribution of fluorescent ultrashort nanotube PL signals (N = 265) mirrors nanotube length distributions in (a) and (b).
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nanotube solution reveals a bright and stable PL peak (E11*)
around 1160 nm (Figure 1e). In C6F13-functionalized, long
(6,5)-SWCNTs, this red-shifted peak (E11 − E11* = 183 meV)
has been attributed to PL arising from the chemical
functionalization.8 Interestingly, weak yet photostable E11
exciton emission also became observable from fluorescent
ultrashort nanotubes, in contrast to the unfunctionalized
ultrashort nanotube samples. Fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes
that were spin-coated on a microscope glass coverslip
precoated with polyvinylpyrrolidone were next observed at
the single-tube level. We used a dual detection fluorescence
microscope in order to simultaneously detect the E11 and/or
E11* PL bands of (6,5) fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes upon
568 nm excitation (Supporting Information Figure S2).
Unambiguously, bright ultrashort nanotube PL spots could
be observed in the E11* channel at the video frame rates
(Figure 1f). All detected spots were diffraction-limited as
expected from single nanoscale emitters. In addition, we built a
distribution of intensities measured from 265 luminescent
spots and obtained a monomodal distribution (Figure 1g) in
agreement with ultrashort nanotube lengths and PhI signal
distributions (Figure 1a,b). These observations reveal that the
detected spots stem from individual fluorescent ultrashort
nanotubes, and thus that they are bright enough to be detected
at the single-tube level owing to C6F13 functionalization.
Noteworthy, on occasion, a few dim PL spots were detected in
the E11 channel and colocalized with E11* PL spots from single
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes (Supporting Information
Figure S3), confirming the observation in Figure 1e.
Because ultrashort nanotubes are significantly shorter than

the exciton diffusion length (≳100 nm), the efficient PL of
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes is an unambiguous signature
of E11* exciton localization (Figure 2). Indeed, the prevailing
interpretation for the vanishing E11 PL in ultrashort nanotubes
is that excitons systematically decay nonradiatively by
nanotube ends acting as efficient quenching defects15,18,29,30

(Figure 2a). C6F13 functionalization thus prevents diffusion-
related end quenching of E11 excitons through the creation of
localized E11* excitons (Figure 2b). Interestingly, the
observation of weak yet stable E11 PL in fluorescent ultrashort
nanotubes might indicate that thermal detrapping of E11*
excitons can occur from localized defect sites. In order to
investigate the detrapping efficiency, we measured the
temperature dependence of the ratio of the E11 PL intensity
to that of the E11* PL measured in bulk spectra. This ratio
follows an Arrhenius-type relation (Figure 3a) with a fitted
thermal detrapping energy of 109 meV, which is smaller than
the optical gap (183 meV). This energy difference can be
understood in terms of the vibrational reorganization energy
associated with defect sites.24 From the Arrhenius law, we
estimated that ∼2% of the E11* excitons can be transferred to
the E11 population through thermal detrapping at room
temperature (Figure 3b). However, thermal detrapping cannot
fully account for the total observed E11 PL in the spectra of
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes. Another mechanism could be
that the formation of trapped E11* excitons from photocreated
E11 excitons requires crossing a small potential barrier25

(Figure 3c). Finally, all these effects might be reinforced by an
E11* state-filling effect, as previously suggested.31 Indeed, we
observed at the single-nanotube level that in fluorescent
ultrashort nanotubes, the E11* PL saturates at laser intensities
lower than that of E11 PL measured on longer unfunctionalized
SWCNTs (120 nm median length, Supporting Information

Figure S4) prepared from the same batch as fluorescent
ultrashort nanotubes (Figure 3d,e). Saturation at lower
intensities is also consistent with the observation of longer
PL decays in sp3-defect-functionalized SWCNTs as compared
to unfunctionalized SWCNTs.26 Efficient E11* state-filling
would then enhance the subpopulation of E11 excitons in
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes, resulting in the observed E11
emission (Figure 3f). We note that in all these three scenarios
(Figure 3b,c,f), the presence of at least two defect sites is
required to compete with diffusive quenching at the nanotube
ends (Figure 2b).
By preventing E11* excitons from reaching and quenching at

the nanotube ends, a single isolated site of sp3 defect
localization can, in principle, brighten ultrashort nanotubes
through emission from the defect (1160 nm for (6,5)-
SWCNT). It stands to reason that the incorporation of several
sites, including at the nanotube ends, should further enhance
the photoluminescence (Figure 2b). To determine the relative
localization of the defects along the ultrashort nanotubes, the
position of emitting sites separated by Δd < 43 nm must be
imaged at a resolution much better than the diffraction limit
(1.22λ/2NA ∼ 500 nm, for λ = 1160 nm). This requires a
fluorescence imaging modality having at least a 10-fold
resolution improvement over standard diffraction-limited
fluorescence microscopy. We also wished to investigate
whether luminescent defects behave as independent emitters
in fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes or whether their close
proximity on the nanotube backbone would condition their PL
properties.
To achieve the required resolution and considering that

emission from fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes occurs in the
near-infrared (i.e., at long wavelengths), we implemented a

Figure 2. Schematics of photoexcited E11 exciton fate in ultrashort
nanotubes. (a) Exciton diffusion and quenching in unfunctional-
ized ultrashort nanotubes. In an ultrashort nanotube, exciton
decay is not diffusion-limited but nanotube-length-dependent. End
quenching imposes extremely low fluorescence quantum yields of
ultrashort nanotubes. (b) Schematics of exciton diffusion and
trapping at defects in fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes. Mobile
excitons in a fluorescent ultrashort nanotube can be trapped at
fluorescent quantum defects and therefore efficiently luminesce
(top, one luminescent defect; bottom, multiple defects at different
positions).
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super-resolution microscopy strategy based on single emitter
localization for its adequacy with the photophysics of
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubesseveral super-resolution
imaging techniques have been widely used in biology to
achieve subwavelength resolution imaging in fluorescence
microscopy.32 Localization microscopy was previously demon-
strated on pristine SWCNTs, where the nanotubes were
exposed to quenching moieties.33 In the presence of local
extrinsic PL, defects were localized as missing PL signals at
subwavelength resolution, which also provided a direct
visualization of the ∼100 nm exciton excursion range in
pristine SWCNTs. Yet, neither ultrashort nanotubes which do
not fluoresce nor defect tailored SWCNTs have been
previously super-resolved.
In the following, fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes were

directly spin-coated on glass coverslips, and single-nanotube
PL imaging was performed. In these conditions, the majority of
nanotubes showed blinking behavior as similarly observed in
long functionalized SWCNTs, probably because of transient

defect charging induced by electrostatic interactions at the
glass coverslip surface.27 Figure 4a−d displays PL intensity
traces acquired over several minutes, revealing the frequent
presence of multiple intensity levels for single fluorescent
ultrashort nanotubes. This is quantified by analyzing the
amplitude of 64 intensity steps on different nanotubes,
presented in the distribution of Figure 4e. The observed
distribution of intensity steps is multimodal, with a factor of 2
separating the two subpopulations that we observe, demon-
strating that individual sites are imaged in the first
subpopulation. Importantly, the presence of the second
blinking population indicates that the PL behaviors from two
defect sites can be uncorrelated on single (sub-50 nm)
fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes. To unambiguously establish
the independent localization of defect sites at a length scale on
the ultrashort nanotubes and rule out the possibility that
nanotube bundles or outliers in nanotube length distribution
were at the origin of the second intensity step population,
defect localization was investigated by superlocalization

Figure 3. Trapping and detrapping of E11* excitons. (a) van ’t Hoff plot for fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes as derived from the integrated
PL intensity ratio of E11 and E11* at the corresponding temperature (black dots). The slope of the linear fitting (red line) provides the
detrapping energy of 109 meV. (b) Schematic representation of thermal detrapping of an E11* exciton to generate a mobile E11 exciton. (c)
Schematic representation of E11* exciton trapping in the presence of a potential barrier leading to the presence of a small population of E11
excitons. (d) Mean E11* PL signal of individual fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes as a function of continuous wave laser intensity (N = 8
ultrashort nanotubes; circles, experimental data; solid line, fit using a saturation profile yielding a saturation intensity of 0.8 kW/cm2). (e)
Mean E11 PL signal of individual long CNTs from the same preparation as ultrashort nanotubes as a function of continuous wave laser
intensity (N = 12 long nanotubes; circles, experimental data; solid line, fit using a saturation profile yielding a saturation intensity of 4.3 kW/
cm2). (f) Schematic representation of E11* exciton state filling, leading to the presence of a small population of E11 excitons.
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analysis on the fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes that displayed
multiple intensity steps.
For each intensity step event, differential images were

computed, consisting of the differences between successive
images before and after the step, in order to isolate the
appearance or disappearance of the PL stemming from an
individual luminescent site (Figure 5a and Supporting
Information Figure S5). When steps were negative, the
absolute value of the pixel intensities in the differential image
was considered to obtain images with positive pixel values.
Images preceding and following the intensity step over time
were averaged in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio in the
differential images and subsequent localization precision (see
Supporting Information methods and Figure S5). Individual
spots in differential images were then fitted by a Gaussian
approximating the point-spread function as commonly
performed in localization microscopy.34 Indeed, these fits
retrieve the locations of individual emitters with subwavelength
accuracy.35 In doing so, we were able to create maps of defect
PL localization for several fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes
showing more than one intensity level (i.e., at least two
independent emitting sites). When background noise can be
neglected relative to the number of detected photons (N), the
localization precision can be approximated by ∼s/N1/2, where s
is the standard deviation of the point-spread function. In
practice, camera pixelization and noise should be taken into
account36 (see Supporting Information methods), leading to
localization precisions that could be estimated for each
individual defect site. Taking into account localization
precision, on each single nanotube, the detection of defects
that were below the localization precision were considered as a
single defect (see Supporting Information methods and Figure
S6). The mean localization precision for individual defect sites
was ultimately determined to be 22 nm in our experiments
(see Supporting Information methods). Subsequent defect
localizations are shown for several fluorescent ultrashort
nanotubes, revealing the presence of at least two unmistakably

resolved defects on Figure 5a−e, with localization precision
displayed as dotted circles. These images constitute a direct
visualization of exciton localization at defect sites to locations
below the measured precision, which is significantly smaller
than the exciton diffusion range in pristine nanotubes.
Interestingly, the distribution of distances between independ-
ently localized defects supports this finding (Figure 5f) but also
indicates that typical distances between defects match the
fluorescent ultrashort nanotube lengths (Figure 1a,b and
Figure S7). This observation indicates that functionalization
preferentially occurred at nanotube ends (Figure 5g).
However, because a small proportion of ultrashort nanotubes
are longer than the largest defect separation observed in Figure
5f, it is likely that some sp3 defects are also randomly localized
along nanotube lengths (see example in Figure 5a). We
propose that the functionalization reaction occurs propaga-
tively,37,38 primarily from the nanotube ends which present a
large number of quenching defects, and also occasionally from
defects present on the backbone of these heavily sonicated
ultrashort nanotubes. Functionalization thus creates fluores-
cent quantum centers7,8 that prevent excitons generated from
the nanotube sp2 lattice to reach the quenching sites. We
therefore believe that the disordered environment at the
nanotube ends is reduced by sp3 defect functionalization.
In this work, we achieved dramatic PL brightening of the

normally nonluminescent ultrashort carbon nanotubes by
defect functionalization. Brightening is so efficient that the
ultrashort carbon nanotubes can be detected at the single-
nanotube level. This brightening of sub-100 nm nanotubes is a
direct consequence of exciton localization at intentionally
introduced defects in the functionalized tubes. To directly
observe this mechanism, we developed a super-resolution
imaging methodology to resolve the different emission sites
with <25 nm resolution on individual nanotubes. Super-
resolution imaging suggests that emitting E11* excitons are
localized at the nanotube ends. Interestingly, future work might
aim at determining the photoluminescence quantum yield of

Figure 4. Evidence of E11* exciton localization. (a−d) E11* PL intensity traces of four different single blinking fluorescent ultrashort
nanotubes as a function of time. Red (green) triangles represent negative (positive) unitary steps. (e) Histogram of E11* PL step intensities
observed in single blinking fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes (N = 64). The histogram is multimodal, which reveals the presence of several
individual emitting sites in fluorescent ultrashort nanotubes. The presence of independent intensity levels in fluorescent ultrashort
nanotubes having lengths shorter than the diffusion length of E11 excitons in long CNTs is a signature of E11* exciton.
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luminescent ultrashort nanotubes and will require knowledge
of the precise length of the considered ultrashort nanotube to
account for its absorption rate as well as the exact number and
localizations of sp3 defects. Brightening of ultrashort nanotubes
not only constitutes direct evidence for exciton localization in
defect functionalized tubes but also opens a promising route
for several applications based on carbon nanotubes. For
instance, luminescent ultrashort nanotubes with a controlled
number of single emitters might be highly valuable for the
development of high-quality single-photon emitters for
quantum information applications.10 We also foresee that
upon encapsulation in biocompatible surfactants,39,40 fluores-
cent ultrashort nanotubes will constitute a milestone for
biological imaging where ultrasmall, bright photostable

emitters in the near-infrared biological window are vividly
required.41
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